### October

| **10** | **PROFESSIONAL FIRST STEPS** | A-225; 12:00-1:30 PM  
Create a digital resume with LinkedIn and learn more professional tips! Reserve your seat now by emailing asgbriseno@gmail.com. |
| **28** | **RSCCD BOARD OF TRUSTEES RECEPTION** | PHILLIPS HALL; 4:00-4:30 PM  
Meet your RSCCD trustees as they host their meeting here at SAC! |
| **14** | **“HALMONI” SHORT FILM SCREENING & DISCUSSION** | A-130; 12:00-1:00 PM  
An undocumented immigrant rights activist travels back to South Korea to reunite with his ailing grandmother after 13 years of separation. |
| **31** | **HAUNTED HALLOWEEN** | AMPHITHEATER; 11:00-2:00 PM  
Carve out some time for SPOOKY FUN! It's going to be a gourd time! |
| **15** | **DREAMERS RESOURCE FAIR** | AMPHITHEATER; 12:00-2:00 PM  
Access community and legal resources and form community through live art and music! |

**But wait, there's more!**

- **TRANSFER AWARENESS**  
  OCT 01-31
- **UNDOCU-WEEK OF ACTION**  
  OCT 14-18
- **STEM WEEK**  
  OCT 21-25
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